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Abstract
Retrieval-augmented language models (RALMs) have demonstrated significant potential in refining and expanding
their internal memory by retrieving evidence from external sources. However, RALMs will inevitably encounter
knowledge conflicts when integrating their internal memory with external sources. Knowledge conflicts can ensnare
RALMs in a tug-of-war between knowledge, limiting their practical applicability. In this paper, we focus on exploring
and resolving knowledge conflicts in RALMs. First, we present an evaluation framework for assessing knowledge
conflicts across various dimensions. Then, we investigate the behavior and preference of RALMs from the following
two perspectives: (1) Conflicts between internal memory and external sources: We find that stronger RALMs emerge
with the Dunning-Kruger effect, persistently favoring their faulty internal memory even when correct evidence is
provided. Besides, RALMs exhibit an availability bias towards common knowledge; (2) Conflicts between truthful,
irrelevant and misleading evidence: We reveal that RALMs follow the principle of majority rule, leaning towards
placing trust in evidence that appears more frequently. Moreover, we find that RALMs exhibit confirmation bias, and
are more willing to choose evidence that is consistent with their internal memory. To solve the challenge of knowledge
conflicts, we propose a method called Conflict-Disentangle Contrastive Decoding (CD2) to better calibrate the model’s
confidence. Experimental results demonstrate that our CD2 can effectively resolve knowledge conflicts in RALMs.
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1. Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) (Brown et al.,
2020; OpenAI, 2023) have memorized a sub-
stantial amount of factual knowledge during pre-
training, and encapsulated this knowledge within
their parameters as internal memory or paramet-
ric knowledge (Zhu and Li, 2023; Sun et al., 2023).
Nevertheless, the internal memory may sometimes
be inaccurate or outdated, making LLMs prone to
hallucination (Ji et al., 2023), where generated re-
sponses may seem plausible but are fictional. As
shown in Figure 1, for the question “Who won the
latest Nobel Prize in Physics?”, its correct answer is
“Pierre Agostini”. However, relying solely on unfac-
tual internal memory to answer this question may
lead to incorrect answers, such as “Benjamin List”.

To address the issue of hallucination, one promis-
ing solution is to employ retrieval-augmented lan-
guage models (RALMs) (Lewis et al., 2020; Izac-
ard and Grave, 2021; Ram et al., 2023; Shi et al.,
2023b; Jin et al., 2023). RALMs first retrieve a hand-
ful of reference evidence from external sources
or non-parametric knowledge, and subsequently
integrate these external sources with their internal
memory for generation. However, owing to chal-
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I'm confused, what should I answer?

Figure 1: An example of knowledge conflicts.

lenges like misinformation, divergent perspectives
and the evolving nature of knowledge (Jang et al.,
2022), knowledge conflicts (Longpre et al., 2021;
Chen et al., 2022; Xie et al., 2023) widely exist in
RALMs. As illustrated in Figure 1, the model’s in-
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ternal memory (“Benjamin List”) may conflict with
external sources (“Pierre Agostini”), causing inter-
ference. Moreover, knowledge conflicts also arise
among external sources due to the presence of
truthful (“Pierre Agostini”), irrelevant and mis-
leading (“Alain Aspect”) evidence. Knowledge con-
flicts can ensnare RALMs in a tug-of-war between
knowledge, making them confusing and potentially
limiting their practical applicability. Therefore, it
is necessary to explore and resolve knowledge
conflicts in retrieval-augmented language models.

In this paper, we introduce an evaluation frame-
work that conducts a thorough investigation into
knowledge conflicts: (1) We reconstruct four ques-
tion answering datasets to assess knowledge con-
flicts from open-domain (i.e., single evidence),
entity-centric (i.e., question with entity popularity),
and multi-hop (i.e., multiple pieces of evidence) per-
spectives; (2) We employ seven open-source LLMs
(e.g., FLAN-T5, LLaMA2) and one API-access LLM
(e.g., ChatGPT) to analyze the influence of model
sizes and capabilities under conflicts; (3) We eval-
uate RALMs from three key dimensions: correct-
ness (i.e., whether RALMs can answer questions
correctly based on internal memory or external
sources?), faithfulness (i.e., whether RALMs refer
to external sources in answering, and which type
of evidence is preferred?) and memorization (i.e.,
how well RALMs stick to their internal memory?).

Based on this, we systematically investigate the
behavior and preference of RALMs in the conflicting
situation from the following two perspectives:

Knowledge Conflicts Between Internal Mem-
ory and External Sources. (1) When we provide
knowledge that conflicts with the internal memory
of RALMs as external sources, we observe that
RALMs easily change their internal beliefs to be-
lieve the external knowledge. As model sizes and
capabilities expand, the model gains greater con-
fidence in its internal memory and has a certain
ability to perceive conflicts; (2) Then, we come
to wonder whether the model has different pref-
erences for various types of knowledge? We show
that RALMs exhibit an availability bias towards
common knowledge, preferring knowledge that is
easily accessible in memory. For those long-tail
knowledge, the model depends on external sources
in most cases. As the knowledge becomes more
common, the model gradually shifts towards plac-
ing more trust in its internal memory; (3) Besides,
we further conduct an in-depth analysis from the
viewpoint of correct and incorrect internal memory.
We find that capable LLMs may lack confidence
in their correct internal memory, but will stubbornly
persist in their incorrect internal memory. For in-
stance, even when provided with correct external
evidence, ChatGPT often persists in trusting its in-
correct internal memory for more than half the time.

This phenomenon aligns with the Dunning-Kruger
effect in human psychology (Kruger and Dunning,
1999; Dunning, 2011; Singh et al., 2023), wherein
individuals tend to overestimate their abilities when
they have limited competence in specific domains.

Knowledge Conflicts Between Truthful, Irrel-
evant and Misleading Evidence. (1) RALMs of-
ten struggle to discern truthful evidence from mis-
leading evidence, and at times, they may be dis-
tracted by irrelevant data. RALMs follow the princi-
ple of majority rule, leaning towards placing trust
in evidence that appears more frequently; (2) Fur-
thermore, we consider a more interesting scenario
where external sources contain evidence support-
ing the model’s internal memory. To this end, we
induce the model’s internal memory and integrate it
into external sources. We find RALMs exhibit con-
firmation bias (Nickerson, 1998; Xie et al., 2023),
being more inclined to choose evidence that is con-
sistent with their own internal memory, regardless
of whether it is correct or incorrect; (3) We also ex-
amine knowledge conflicts in multi-hop reasoning
scenarios, where RALMs must integrate multiple
pieces of evidence to answer the question. As the
count of conflicting hops increases, the model faces
greater difficulty in reasoning the correct answer.

To solve the challenge of knowledge conflicts, we
propose a novel method called Conflict-Disentangle
Contrastive Decoding (CD2) to better calibrate the
model’s confidence. For knowledge conflicts be-
tween internal memory and external sources, to
mitigate the impact of the RALM’s incorrect internal
memory, we leverage contrastive decoding to am-
plify the difference between output logits with and
without external sources. To address knowledge
conflicts between truthful, irrelevant and misleading
evidence, we adopt fact-aware instruction tuning
to enable the RALM to be aware of truthful and mis-
leading evidence. In detail, we train an expert LM
to generate truthful answers and an amateur LM
to generate misleading answers, and then utilize
contrastive decoding to maximize the difference
between expert logits and amateur logits.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We introduce an evaluation framework that
conducts a thorough investigation into knowl-
edge conflicts in RALMs. We conduct experi-
ments with eight models on four QA datasets,
and then evaluate them from three dimensions:
correctness, faithfulness and memorization.

• We investigate the behavior and preference
of RALMs in the tug-of-war between knowl-
edge. We find that powerful RALMs emerge
with the Dunning-Kruger effect when internal
memory and external sources conflict. More-
over, RALMs follow the principle of majority
rule and exhibit confirmation bias when facing
truthful, irrelevant and misleading evidence.
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• We propose a novel method called Conflict-
Disentangle Contrastive Decoding (CD2) to
better calibrate the model’s confidence. Ex-
perimental results demonstrate that our CD2

can effectively resolve knowledge conflicts in
RALMs, with an average Recall improvement
of 2.35% and 2.41% on two datasets. Our
code will be publicly available at https://
github.com/jinzhuoran/KConflict/.

2. Related Work

2.1. Retrieval-Augmented Language
Models

Retrieval-augmented language models (RALMs)
have shown remarkable potential in mitigating hallu-
cinations (Chen et al., 2023a) and expanding knowl-
edge boundaries (Ren et al., 2023). Previous meth-
ods (Guu et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020; Izacard
and Grave, 2021; Borgeaud et al., 2022b) focus on
pre-training a smaller LM to better utilize retrieved
evidence. Recently, some work (Yu et al., 2023;
Ram et al., 2023; Shi et al., 2023b) has unleashed
the in-context learning capabilities of LLMs, simply
prepending retrieved evidence to the input without
updating any parameters. In this paper, we keep
in line with the in-context learning paradigm. Thus,
we adopt frozen LLMs to extract answers from a
handful of retrieved passages. We do not consider
those RALMs like RAG (Lewis et al., 2020) and FiD
(Izacard and Grave, 2021), because their limited
size makes it difficult to answer questions correctly
relying solely on their internal memory.

2.2. Knowledge Conflicts
Knowledge conflicts (Longpre et al., 2021; Chen
et al., 2022; Shi et al., 2023a; Xie et al., 2023; Wang
et al., 2023; Neeman et al., 2023) have recently gar-
nered the attention of researchers. Longpre et al.
(2021) propose an entity substitution framework to
create entity-based conflicts by replacing a gold en-
tity mention with an alternate entity. They show that
models frequently rely on their parametric knowl-
edge, generating answers not present in the given
evidence. Chen et al. (2022) consider a more re-
alistic scenario, where models consider multiple
evidence passages. Different from Longpre et al.
(2021), they find that when provided with a high re-
call retriever, models rely almost exclusively on the
evidence passages rather than internal memory.
Xie et al. (2023) argue that LLMs do not trust entity
substitution-based conflicting evidence, possibly
because of the incoherence of the evidence. To
this end, they instruct LLMs to generate coherent
conflicting evidence, and reveal that when both sup-
portive and contradictory evidence to their paramet-
ric memory are present, LLMs tend to cling to their

parametric memory. However, most of the existing
studies only consider the situation where the model
encounters conflicts when its internal memory is
correct. In this paper, we separately investigate the
behavior of RALMs in cases of both correct and in-
correct internal memory and uncover some unique
phenomena. Besides, we also propose an effective
method to solve knowledge conflicts in RALMs.

3. Evaluation Framework

3.1. Datasets
Following previous work (Chen et al., 2022; Xie
et al., 2023), we adopt the question answering (QA)
task to explore knowledge conflicts in the open-
book setting. We choose four QA datasets: NQ
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), TriviaQA (Joshi et al.,
2017), PopQA (Mallen et al., 2023) and MuSiQue
(Trivedi et al., 2022). NQ and TriviaQA are both
commonly used open-domain QA datasets. PopQA
is an entity-centric QA dataset including truly long-
tail distribution. PopQA is constructed from triples
in Wikidata where the subject entity in each ques-
tion has popularity. MuSiQue is a multi-hop QA
dataset with 2-4 hop questions. For each dataset,
we randomly sample 500 or 1000 questions from
the original testing set as the evaluation data. We
only select questions for which supporting evidence
can be retrieved. All the datasets use Wikipedia
(Petroni et al., 2021) as their external source.

3.2. Analyzed Models
To analyze the impact of model sizes and capabil-
ities, we adopt seven open-source LLMs, includ-
ing FLAN-T5-XL 3B (Chung et al., 2022), FLAN-
T5-XXL 11B, FLAN-UL2 20B (Tay et al., 2023),
Baichuan2 7B (Yang et al., 2023), Baichuan2 13B,
LLaMA2 7B (Touvron et al., 2023) and LLaMA2
13B. Besides, we use the gpt-3.5-turbo ver-
sion of ChatGPT as the API-access LLM. We use
in-context learning to let RALMs answer the ques-
tions conditioned on M ∈ {4, 8, 16} demonstrations
and K ∈ {3, 5, 10, 20} retrieved evidence.

3.3. Evaluation Metrics
Correctness According to the previous study, we
use EM and F1 to evaluate whether the model can
provide correct answers. Since LLMs tend to pro-
duce verbose yet accurate responses, which may
lead to lower EM and F1 scores. Therefore, fol-
lowing Adlakha et al. (2023), we adopt Recall (R)
to compute the proportion of tokens in the gold
reference that are present in the prediction.

Faithfulness To assess the extent to which the
model’s predictions depend on retrieved evidence,
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Model Internal Memory Correct Memory w/ C Incorrect Memory w/ C IMR - CMREM F1 R Mem R Con R MR Mem R Con R MR
NQ

FLAN-T5-XL 10.34 16.68 19.02 14.42 82.87 7.20 6.41 74.75 1.32 -5.88
FLAN-T5-XXL 14.43 21.29 23.44 14.36 82.53 9.83 7.86 77.63 2.83 -7.00
FLAN-UL2 22.92 29.69 30.11 11.33 86.13 7.11 10.22 76.40 4.75 -2.36
Baichuan2 7B 21.88 30.18 32.47 16.51 83.40 10.31 16.82 65.71 10.20 -0.11
Baichuan2 13B 26.02 34.40 37.33 22.34 77.31 15.91 21.19 58.68 12.76 -3.15
LLaMA2 7B 29.04 39.24 41.72 19.04 82.03 13.10 22.95 65.77 12.92 -0.18
LLaMA2 13B 34.86 46.27 50.26 15.30 84.90 8.47 26.02 60.27 17.53 9.06
ChatGPT 25.77 38.56 59.84 27.68 80.40 18.14 39.23 62.58 50.69 32.55

TriviaQA
FLAN-T5-XL 27.43 32.76 33.83 16.74 76.94 16.10 8.97 84.37 8.84 -7.26
FLAN-T5-XXL 35.67 41.14 41.89 17.89 80.14 17.85 8.88 83.96 8.54 -9.31
FLAN-UL2 47.47 53.42 54.82 16.10 82.86 15.92 19.50 84.60 19.70 3.78
Baichuan2 7B 56.58 60.71 62.32 16.76 82.30 15.96 18.55 76.03 15.90 -0.06
Baichuan2 13B 60.10 64.49 66.63 22.46 78.89 21.27 19.54 73.71 18.94 -2.33
LLaMA2 7B 61.58 65.46 66.60 19.16 79.14 19.10 20.33 76.67 17.39 -1.71
LLaMA2 13B 67.20 72.01 74.04 16.76 81.90 16.16 18.87 75.14 18.39 2.23
ChatGPT 56.60 66.30 82.88 26.84 76.17 19.57 39.72 69.87 39.41 19.84

Table 1: Experimental results under knowledge conflicts between internal memory and external sources on
NQ and TriviaQA. Mem R denotes the Recall between predictions and internal memory predictions. Con
R denotes the Recall between predictions and conflicting references. IMR - CMR denotes the difference
in memorization ratio between incorrect memory and correct memory. Bold denotes the highest results.

we adopt K-Precision (KP) (Adlakha et al., 2023) to
calculate the proportion of tokens in the prediction
that are present in external evidence. K-Precision
can also be used to quantify the preference for
truthful, irrelevant and misleading evidence.

Memorization We leverage the memorization ra-
tio (Longpre et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022; Xie
et al., 2023) MR = fm

fm+fs
to measure how often

the model sticks to its internal memory, where fm
is the frequency of relying on internal memory, fs
is the frequency of relying on external sources.

3.4. Memory Induction and Conflict
Generation

We adopt closed-book QA to induce the model’s
internal memory and perform greedy decoding of
the answers. Then we prompt the model to further
generate evidence supporting its internal memory
based on the elicited answers. To construct more
confusing and coherent conflicting knowledge, we
distill counterfactuals (Xie et al., 2023; Chen et al.,
2023b) with LLMs. We unleash the creative power
of ChatGPT with a temperature τ = 1.0, enabling
it to create counterfactual answers and conflicting
evidence based on the given questions, reference
answers, and supporting evidence.

4. Conflicts Between Internal Memory
and External Sources

In this section, we investigate knowledge conflicts
between internal memory and external sources.
Specifically, we first elicit the model’s internal mem-

ory through closed-book QA, then classify the in-
ternal memory according to whether it is correct or
not. For questions that the model’s internal memory
can answer correctly/incorrectly, we provide K = 3
conflicting incorrect/correct external evidence.

RALMs easily change their internal memory to
believe the conflicting external knowledge. As
shown in Table 1, we conduct experiments on NQ
and TriviaQA. We can find that after providing con-
flicting evidence, Con R (Recall of conflicting ref-
erences) is much higher than Mem R (Recall of
internal memory). This demonstrates that RALMs
tend to trust external knowledge, even when it con-
flicts with their initial internal memory.

The greater the model’s capability, the more
confident it becomes. Intuitively, we can ob-
serve that as the model’s capacity increases, the
correctness (e.g., EM, F1 and R) of its internal
memory also improves. Meanwhile, we find that
along with the increase in correctness, there is also
an improvement in the MR. This indicates that as
model sizes and capabilities expand, the model
gains greater confidence in its internal memory. To
conduct a comprehensive analysis of the changes
in the model’s confidence score, we categorize the
model’s behavior under conflict into four distinct
groups: (1) Change Inco: Modifying incorrect in-
ternal memory based on conflicting evidence; (2)
Sustain Inco: Preserving incorrect internal memory
despite conflicting evidence; (3) Change Corr: Mod-
ifying correct internal memory based on conflicting
evidence; (4) Sustain Corr: Preserving correct in-
ternal memory despite conflicting evidence. As
shown in Figure 2, FLAN-T5 consistently increases
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Figure 2: Confidence score distributions of different models under knowledge conflicts between internal
memory and external sources on NQ. w/ C denotes providing conflicting evidence to the model. The wider
the violin plot, the denser the data points. The larger the log likelihood, the higher the confidence score.

Figure 3: Recall under knowledge conflicts with various entity popularities on PopQA. GR denotes the
gold references, CR denotes the conflicting references, and OM denotes the internal memory predictions.

its confidence score when encountering conflicts,
indicating that FLAN-T5 lacks confidence in internal
beliefs and prefers to trust external evidence. On
the contrary, we observe that LLaMA2 significantly
improves confidence scores only when modifying
its incorrect internal memory based on truthful evi-
dence. This proves that as the model’s capabilities
improve, the model has a certain ability to perceive
conflicts and will not blindly trust conflicting evi-
dence. However, if the model is not calibrated well
to resolve conflicts, it will still answer incorrectly.

The Dunning-Kruger effect in human psychol-
ogy merges in capable LLMs. Based on the
above findings, a natural question arises: is the
model more confident on its correct internal mem-
ory or its incorrect internal memory? As shown in
Table 1, we are surprised to discover that with the
increasing capabilities of the model, the memoriza-

tion ratio for incorrect beliefs gradually surpasses
that of correct beliefs. For instance, less capable
LLMs like FLAN-T5-XL and FLAN-T5-XXL seldom
adhere to their incorrect memory, whereas more
capable LLMs like ChatGPT frequently rely on their
incorrect internal memory for over half of the time.

We argue that there is a phenomenon emerg-
ing among those capable models: they may lack
confidence in their correct internal memory, but will
stubbornly persist in their incorrect internal memory.
This phenomenon aligns with the Dunning-Kruger
effect in human psychology (Kruger and Dunning,
1999; Dunning, 2011; Singh et al., 2023), wherein
individuals with limited competence in a specific
domain tend to overestimate their abilities. As de-
picted in Figure 2, when the model preserves in-
correct memory despite conflicting evidence, there
are notably high confidence scores present. This
also proves that the model is overconfident in some
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Model EM F1 R Con R ↓ Tru KP Mis KP ↓ Irr KP ↓ Corr MR Inco MR
FLAN-T5-XL 52.55 62.81 66.95 - 84.00 - 62.70 62.81 3.45

w/ Conflict 30.23 39.84 43.98 49.70 62.00 68.50 33.01 45.45 3.32
FLAN-T5-XXL 52.30 63.83 70.00 - 85.86 - 61.34 65.24 4.19

w/ Conflict 29.34 39.07 43.40 52.54 61.22 70.72 31.83 47.56 4.84
FLAN-UL2 58.55 68.42 71.04 - 85.66 - 60.23 75.11 3.81

w/ Conflict 31.51 39.35 41.76 53.12 58.34 71.40 30.71 48.93 5.99
Baichuan2 7B 43.75 55.49 60.26 - 79.70 - 62.57 67.14 14.88

w/ Conflict 30.87 41.25 45.71 44.32 64.61 62.47 35.88 51.07 12.50
Baichuan2 13B 48.09 59.81 64.96 - 81.73 - 60.30 72.32 15.18

w/ Conflict 27.68 37.28 42.60 47.75 61.33 65.91 33.19 46.73 14.06
LLaMA2 7B 48.21 59.00 61.94 - 80.50 - 62.29 69.78 16.20

w/ Conflict 30.36 39.60 42.59 49.60 61.40 66.43 34.25 49.84 14.90
LLaMA2 13B 45.28 56.79 62.99 - 82.42 - 62.78 71.10 19.59

w/ Conflict 29.85 39.93 46.14 45.73 65.85 65.41 35.73 50.13 16.28
ChatGPT 20.66 36.93 72.00 - 78.98 - 69.94 84.96 60.00

w/ Conflict 16.58 31.07 61.05 46.65 70.82 67.75 43.41 69.21 51.78

Table 2: Experimental results under knowledge conflicts between truthful, irrelevant and misleading
evidence on NQ. Con R is the Recall between the predictions and conflicting references. Tru KP, Mis KP
and Irr KP represent the K-Precision of truthful, misleading and irrelevant evidence. Underline means the
highest or lowest (↓) results without conflicts. Bold means the highest or lowest (↓) results under conflicts.

Figure 4: Recall of LLaMA2 7B with various amounts of evidence and different conflicting ratios on NQ.

incorrect internal memory (Slobodkin et al., 2023).

RALMs exhibit an availability bias towards com-
mon knowledge. We aim to explore whether the
model’s preference varies when faced with knowl-
edge conflicts of different popularities. We conduct
experiments on entity-centric PopQA with a knowl-
edge popularity distribution ranging from 1e2 to 1e6.
As depicted in Figure 3, for those long-tail knowl-
edge, the model depends on external sources in
most cases. However, as the knowledge popularity
increases, the model begins to lean towards trust-
ing its internal memory. This indicates when facing
conflicts, the model exhibits an availability bias to-
wards commonly known knowledge, more willing
to believe in knowledge that they can easily recall.

5. Conflicts Between Truthful,
Irrelevant and Misleading Evidence

In this section, we investigate knowledge conflicts
between truthful, irrelevant and misleading evi-
dence. First, we provide the model with K = 10
evidence (including truthful and irrelevant evidence)

and then prompt it to perform open-book QA. Then,
we construct conflicts by introducing misleading
evidence, ensuring that the number of misleading
evidence equals that of truthful evidence.

RALMs often struggle to discern truthful evi-
dence from misleading evidence. As shown
in Table 2, after encountering conflicts, the cor-
rectness of RALMs will decline to a certain extent.
Among them, the Recall of FLAN-UL2 drops the
most (↓ 29.28%), and the Recall of ChatGPT drops
the least (↓ 10.95%). This also confirms our pre-
vious argument that the more capable model pos-
sesses a certain ability to perceive conflicts. How-
ever, for most RALMs, their K-Precision for mislead-
ing evidence is higher than that for truthful evidence,
indicating that they still have difficulty distinguishing
truthful evidence from misleading evidence. Fur-
thermore, we also observe that they can be easily
distracted by irrelevant evidence.

RALMs follow the principle of majority rule.
We aim to delve deeper into the criteria the model
employs when selecting evidence as the reference
for generating answers. We provide LLaMA2 7B
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with different amounts of evidence (K ∈ {5, 10, 20})
and set different conflicting ratios (truthful evidence:
misleading evidence ∈ {2 : 0, 2 : 1, 2 : 2, 1 : 2, 0 :
2}). As depicted in Figure 4, the model leans to-
wards placing trust in evidence that appears more
frequently. Besides, we find that more external evi-
dence is not necessarily better. Excessively long
context may cause the model to lose focus, making
it challenging to provide accurate answers.

Figure 5: Frequency of choosing evidence aligning
with or conflicting with internal memory on NQ.

RALMs exhibit confirmation bias when par-
tial external evidence aligns with their internal
memory. Furthermore, we consider a more inter-
esting scenario if external sources contain evidence
supporting the model’s internal memory. For exam-
ple, if the model has incorrect internal memory, then
we induce the model’s internal memory and add it to
external sources as misleading evidence. Instead,
we induce the model’s correct internal memory as
truthful evidence. As depicted in Figure 5, RALMs
exhibit confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998), dis-
playing a stronger inclination to select evidence that
aligns with their own internal memory. This is con-
sistent with the observations of Xie et al. (2023).
Besides, we also find that as model sizes and capa-
bilities expand, the model gains greater confidence
in its internal memory, especially when the internal
memory is provided as external evidence, which
further supports our findings in Section 4.

Figure 6: Recall of different models with various
conflicting hops on MuSiQue.
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Figure 7: An illustration of Conflict-Disentangle
Contrastive Decoding method.

As the number of conflicting hops increases,
the model faces greater difficulty in reason-
ing. To investigate knowledge conflicts in multi-
hop reasoning scenarios, we conduct experiments
on MuSiQue. For multi-hop questions, the model
needs to reason based on multiple pieces of evi-
dence. Therefore, we incrementally raise the count
of misleading evidence until it matches the count of
truthful evidence. As illustrated in Figure 6, it is evi-
dent that an increase in the number of conflicting
hops hinders the model’s ability to reason accu-
rately. Moreover, we also find that ChatGPT does
not perform well in scenarios involving multi-hop
reasoning with multiple pieces of evidence.

6. Conflict-Disentangle Contrastive
Decoding

Based on our investigations above, we believe that
a capable RALM has a certain ability to perceive
conflicts. However, the model still struggles to an-
swer correctly as it lacks proper calibration to re-
solve conflicts. As shown in Figure 7, after provid-
ing the external sources, the logit of token “Pierre”
increases significantly, while the logit of token “Ben-
jamin” decreases. Although the knowledge conflict
does lead to a shift in the model’s confidence, it still
tends to produce an inaccurate answer because of
the strong influence of its incorrect internal mem-
ory. Therefore, we focus on better calibrating the
RALM’s confidence to resolve knowledge conflicts.

6.1. Method
Contrastive decoding (Li et al., 2023; Shi et al.,
2023a), a search objective for generating fluent and
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Method NQ-Conf TriviaQA-Conf
EM F1 R Tru KP Mis KP ↓ Irr KP ↓ EM F1 R Tru KP Mis KP ↓ Irr KP ↓

Closed-book 31.38 41.86 44.88 - - - 65.42 68.89 70.14 - - -
In-context 30.36 39.60 42.59 61.40 66.43 34.25 55.38 59.57 60.87 73.36 54.14 19.65
FinetuneOrig 46.05 54.34 55.50 72.68 55.36 33.29 64.56 69.96 71.54 82.87 45.81 19.61
FinetuneConf 58.67 68.17 69.77 83.06 40.04 33.51 74.18 80.19 81.81 91.67 32.74 23.29
CD2 β = 0.5 61.35 70.83 72.42 85.15 39.62 32.55 77.76 82.47 83.93 93.03 31.60 23.51

Table 3: Performance of LLaMA2 7B on NQ-Conf and TriviaQA-Conf.

diverse text, aims to search for the higher-quality
output token that maximizes the difference between
expert (positive) logits and amateur (negative) log-
its. Inspired by this, we propose a novel method
called Conflict-Disentangle Contrastive Decoding
(CD2) to maximize the difference between various
logits under knowledge conflicts and calibrate the
model’s confidence shown in Figure 7.

For knowledge conflicts between internal mem-
ory and external sources, to mitigate the impact of
the RALM’s incorrect internal memory, we predict
the output token yt by amplifying the difference be-
tween expert logits with external sources se and
internal logits without external sources si:

yt = argmax (se (yt | d, x, y<t)− αsi (yt | x, y<t)) ,

where d denotes the external sources, x denotes
the question, y denotes the answer. Our method
can be applied to LLMs like LLaMA2 during the
inference stage without additional training.

For knowledge conflicts between truthful, irrele-
vant and misleading evidence, we first adopt fact-
aware instruction tuning to enable the RALM to
be aware of truthful and misleading evidence in
retrieved external sources. As shown in Figure
7, we train an expert LM to generate truthful an-
swers normally, and an amateur LM to generate
misleading answers deliberately. Then, we predict
the output token yt by maximizing the difference
between expert logits se and amateur logits sa:

yt = argmax (se (yt | d, x, y<t)− βsa (yt | d, x, y<t)) .

6.2. Experiment Setups
We employ LLaMA2 7B as the backbone model.
We conduct experiments on two widely used
QA datasets: NQ and TriviaQA. For knowledge
conflicts between internal memory and external
sources, we create NQ-Inco and TriviaQA-Inco
datasets, including questions that the model’s in-
ternal memory answers incorrectly. For knowledge
conflicts between truthful, irrelevant and misleading
evidence, we reconstruct NQ-Conf and TriviaQA-
Conf datasets following the setting in Section 5. We
provide the model with K = 10 evidence. Then we
compare our CD2 with the following baselines: (1)
Closed book: We do not provide external sources
and directly let the model answer the question;

Dataset Method EM F1 R

NQ-Inco

In-context 31.55 41.87 43.63
+ CD2 α = 0.3 32.29 43.07 44.98
+ CD2 α = 0.5 32.10 43.04 45.68
+ CD2 α = 0.7 31.73 42.19 44.36

TriviaQA-Inco

In-context 51.38 55.57 56.61
+ CD2 α = 0.3 52.41 57.46 58.97
+ CD2 α = 0.5 52.41 57.72 59.31
+ CD2 α = 0.7 50.34 56.13 58.07

Table 4: Performance of LLaMA2 7B on NQ-Inco
and TriviaQA-Inco.

(2) In-context: We let the model answer the ques-
tion based on external sources; (3) FinetuneOrig:
We finetune the model on the original training set;
(4) FinetuneConf: We finetune the model on the
conflict-enhanced training set (i.e., knowledge con-
flicts exist in the external sources). Our CD2 also
adopts fact-aware instruction tuning on the conflict-
enhanced training set. For all methods that require
training, we apply LoRA (Hu et al., 2022) to fine-
tune the model on NQ with 3,000 training examples.
We set learning rate=5e-5, epoch=5, batch size=4,
lora rank=8 and lora alpha=16. All experiments are
conducted with NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPUs.

6.3. Results

On the one hand, as shown in Table 4, CD2 can
be directly applied to LLaMA2 7B without updating
model parameters. We can observe that CD2 leads
to a 2.05% and 2.70% Recall improvement on NQ-
Inco and TriviaQA-Inco respectively. This highlights
the efficacy of our method in mitigating the model’s
incorrect internal memory and enhancing its atten-
tion towards external sources. On the other hand,
as shown in Table 3, CD2 enables the model to
effectively distinguish truthful evidence from mis-
leading evidence. Compared with In-context, CD2

achieves a notable 29.83% and 23.06% Recall im-
provement on NQ-Conf and TriviaQA-Conf, while
Mis KP decreases significantly.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on exploring and resolving
knowledge conflicts in RALMs. First, we present an
evaluation framework for assessing knowledge con-
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flicts across various dimensions. Then, we investi-
gate the behavior and preference of RALMs from
the following two perspectives: (1) Conflicts be-
tween internal memory and external sources: We
find that capable RALMs emerge with the Dunning-
Kruger effect, persistently favoring their incorrect
internal memory even when correct evidence is
provided. Moreover, RALMs exhibit an availabil-
ity bias towards commonly known knowledge; (2)
Conflicts between truthful, irrelevant and mislead-
ing evidence: We reveal that RALMs follow the
principle of majority rule, preferring evidence that
appears more frequently. Furthermore, we find
that RALMs exhibit confirmation bias, and are
more willing to choose evidence that is consistent
with their internal memory. To address the issue of
knowledge conflicts, we propose a method called
Conflict-Disentangle Contrastive Decoding (CD2)
to better calibrate the model’s confidence. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that CD2 can effectively
resolve knowledge conflicts. We hope our work can
provide useful insights for further research.

Limitations

For further study, we conclude some limitations of
our work as follows:

• We mainly investigate knowledge conflicts in
RALMs from two perspectives: model per-
formance and confidence score. In the fu-
ture, we will delve into exploring the model’s
mechanisms to understand the issue of knowl-
edge conflicts. For example, we can analyze
whether knowledge conflicts will inhibit or stim-
ulate the activation values of certain neurons.

• In this paper, we resolve the knowledge con-
flicts in RALMs by calibrating the open-source
model’s logits. How to mitigate the knowledge
conflicts in black-box LLMs which are unable
to access output logits remains to be studied.

We hope that our findings will better promote the
practical application of RALMs.
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